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The Advance Directive (AD), under the name of Living Will, was proposed by attorney Louis Kutner in the late 1960s in the United States. Its purpose was to discuss the conflicting situations of end-of-life between the doctor and the patient, especially that which is related to their choices and their acceptance of certain treatments, in order to preserve their autonomy.

Despite more than 50 years of existence of the AD in Brazil the discussions around this subject are still recent. Only starting from 2012, with Resolution no. 1995 of the Federal Medical Council, which deals with AD, has this controversial and multifaceted issue begun to be discussed more frequently among health care professionals, reaching the lay population due to its repercussion in the media.

In this resolution, the AD is defined as: The set of wishes, previously and expressly manifested by the patient, about the care and treatment that he or she wants to receive when he or she is unable to freely and autonomously express their will [1]. It states that the individual may choose to record the medical treatments he or she does not wish to receive in certain situations in the future, to appoint a power of attorney to make decisions for him when he is no longer competent to do so, or both. It is important to emphasize that the resolution has normative power only for physicians and, therefore, does not take into account other professionals, thus it stimulates the debate on the subject, especially with regard to its legislative regulation and clarification concerning the rights of people with advanced diseases to express their wishes [2].

The AD was born in response to the scientific and technological advances of the twentieth century, which, despite collaborating to improve the quality of life and increase human longevity, have contributed to stigmatizing death, which instead of being something natural has begun to be seen as an enemy to be defeated at any cost [3]. As in other cultures, the themes involving death and finitude are still considered taboos in Brazil. Even in the face of the exponential increase in life expectancy of the Brazilian population, the change in the morbidity and mortality profile of the population, the chronicity of the diseases, and the longer period of living with the dying process that has occurred in the last decades, there are still difficulties in addressing this issue.

With protective intent, health professionals, family members and patients tend to avoid talking about finitude and death. On the one hand, caregivers feel that talking about it can increase the pain of the individual, make him or her depressed, and make him suffer. The patient, in turn, in order to protect his family or loved ones, also avoids addressing the subject. In this way, a scenario of emotional isolation is gradually created, in which the parties involved have similar, but not shared, feelings, doubts, and longings. This situation, known as a conspiracy of silence, contributes to the denial of death, makes it difficult to express the desires of those who are at the end of life and, consequently, the planning and execution of tasks that make it possible to experience this process with dignity. It may even result in the therapeutic obstinacy that ends up depriving the person of a dignified death [4].

A decent death is one of the foundations of AD, therefore this instrument can contribute to the planning of care at the end of life, as it helps the patient to reflect on his illness, to discuss with their families and the health team about their concerns, values, and desires regarding the dying process. Patients should have time to consider and reconsider, and change if necessary or reverse their decision [5].

Although the heart of the AD is the exercise of autonomy, the patient cannot be abandoned to elaborate this document without the due clarification of its terms and without knowing and discussing the details, possibilities, and expected outcomes. Patients need to be properly instructed on the procedures that will be performed in order to fulfill their choices [6]. Whether or not they go to the hospital, whether or not to start a treatment will be performed in order to fulfill their choices [6]. Whether or not they go to the hospital, whether or not to start a treatment need to be discussed with the health team and family members. This is because care will be performed by these actors in a detailed and synchronized manner, and therefore need to be understood from the perspective of the therapeutic plan and the specifications of the patient. Good clinical practice implies respect for the wishes and values of the patient, within the limits legally established [7]. In caring for an end-of-life person, one should bear in mind not only the ethical and moral principles established that involve attention, but also the interpersonal relationship in which emotional, cultural, and spiritual aspects should be heard, considered, and valued.
In the Brazilian reality, however, the management of information about diagnosis and prognosis is still a neuralgic point. Patients, especially of the less favored classes, are unaware of their situation and even if they receive information, they often do not understand them due to technical language and are afraid to question the doctor. Thus, they do not exercise their autonomy, since they do not know their rights as users of health services, adopting a position of resignation and compliance.

Due to these interfering elements, it is necessary to develop mechanisms to eliminate or minimize them and to avoid that the AD becomes just a bureaucratic exercise [5]. This is a real risk in the Brazilian scenario, where palliative care is still little disseminated among the population in terms of knowledge and access. Although they are consolidated as a practice of care in other countries, in Brazil this modality has been in existence for more than 20 years and is still in its infancy.

According to data recently released at scientific meetings of the National Academy of Palliative Care, there are currently only 123 services that offer palliative care in the country, with 58% of these institutions located in the richest states of the federation and mostly in hospitals. In a country of 207 million inhabitants, distributed heterogeneously in an area of 8.5 million km², this scenario is alarming.

Unfortunately, palliative care is still not an option available to most Brazilians. Faced with the low supply of specialized services or teams, people with life threatening diseases or who are in the final stages of their natural aging process end up using hospitals and emergency rooms as referral services. And that is precisely why AD can be so relevant to the advancement of the palliative philosophy in Brazil. The increase in its use in Brazil following the resolution that regulates it underscores the population’s search for change in this scenario and brings out the importance of discussing its use in the practice of health professionals. Thus, it is important to draw up and implement strategies and legislation in Brazil that will allow the AD to be used to assist and to give a voice to people in their dying process [8].
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